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This is the generation of people we are raising

https://www.facebook.com/uniladmag/videos/2760637117292663/
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Music was not disrupted by the cassette
recorders. It was disrupted by MP3 and e-
piracy in the 90s.

Movies were not disrupted by the video. They
were disrupted by MPG.

TV & Print media were disrupted by the
Internet, when both consumers and advertising
went digital.

And then, free media were disrupted by ad
blockers. We’ll see how this one goes. :)
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B2C commerce was disrupted by eCommerce
since the 90s. At least that’s when Amazon
started with books.

In the past 20 years, a lot has changed from
selling just books. Now you can buy anything
online, from chewing gum to guns.

Retail is still changing, not only eCommerce,
but also with innovation like AmazonGo, which
allows you to grab something and walk out the
store. No checkout lines, no cash, all
frictionless.
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Transport changes from horses to cars 100
years ago.

Now, it is changing from cars to autonomous
cars. And at the same time, we have hybrid
cars, electric cars and solar cars. That will
change the basis of how we view car
ownership.

And at the same time, startups are
experimenting with aerial transport. We might
get those flying cars that everyone thought
we’ll get.
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Bank branches are being replaced by web
banking, phone banking, and ATMs.

At the same time, bank tellers are being moved
centrally where people can teleconference or
videocall either from home or from specially
designed points (which, for the moment, are
located in bank branches).

But, perhaps the most important banking job
that is now all digital is trading in stocks,
commodities, currencies etc., all handled by
algorithms and executed in microseconds.
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money

Money was first disrupted by paper, when we
went from metal coins to bank notes.

Then, it was disrupted again by Credit Cards,
revolutionizing how consumer credit works, in
many ways thanks to computers.

But, what really makes a difference now is
cryptocurrencies, like BitCoin, Ethereum and
Ripple.
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